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Abstract
The field of information retrieval and text manip-
ulation (classification, clustering) still strives for
models allowing semantic information to be folded
in to improve performance with respect to stan-
dard bag-of-word based models. Many approaches
aim at a concept-based retrieval, but differ in the
nature of the concepts, which range from linguis-
tic concepts as defined in lexical resources such as
WordNet, latent topics derived from the data itself
- as in Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) or (Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) - to Wikipedia articles
as proxies for concepts, as in the recently proposed
Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) model. A cru-
cial question which has not been answered so far
is whether models based on explicitly given con-
cepts (as in the ESA model for instance) perform
inherently better than retrieval models based on “la-
tent” concepts (as in LSI and/or LDA). In this paper
we investigate this question closer in the context of
a cross-language setting, which inherently requires
concept-based retrieval bridging between different
languages. In particular, we compare the recently
proposed ESA model with two latent models (LSI
and LDA) showing that the former is clearly supe-
rior to the both. From a general perspective, our
results contribute to clarifying the role of explicit
vs. implicitly derived or latent concepts in (cross-
language) information retrieval research.
1 Introduction
Text-centered tasks such as document classification, cluster-
ing and information retrieval all suffer from the so called vo-
cabulary mismatch problem, i.e. the problem that documents
might be semantically similar (or a document might be rel-
evant for a query) in spite of the fact that the specific terms
used (the vocabulary) differ substantially (see [Furnas et al.,
1987] on this issue). As a consequence, as overlap with re-
spect to terms is not a necessary condition for semantic rel-
evance or similarity, in some cases methods relying on the
bag-of-words model show a poor performance. In fact, the
bag-of words model typically assumed in document classifi-
cation, document clustering and information retrieval inher-
ently suffers from this problem as dimensions in the vector
space are inherently orthogonal.
An extreme case of the vocabulary mismatch problem can
be found in settings where content needs to be matched across
languages. Such settings are found, for example, in the by
now well-known cross-language information retrieval (CLIR)
task, where queries and documents can be in different lan-
guages.
In order to overcome the vocabulary mismatch problem,
several solutions have been suggested:
1. latent model: trying to overcome the orthogonality
of dimensions inherent in the bag-of-words model by
computing latent dimensions or “concepts” inherent
in the data, thus building meaningful groupings be-
yond single words. Typically, some form of Singular-
Value-Decomposition (SVD) is applied to the origi-
nal document-term matrix to find such latent concepts.
Some approaches also define concepts in a probabilistic
fashion, such as in Probabilistic Latent Semantic Index-
ing (PLSI) [Hofmann, 1999].
2. explicit model: indexing texts with respect to externally
given (explicit) concepts. Generalizations across words
can be captured when words can be mapped to more than
one category. A recent very prominent example of such
a model is the Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) method
in which texts are indexed with respect to Wikipedia ar-
ticles as concepts [Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007].
3. mixed models: adopting the bag-of-words model but
extending the standard bag-of-words vector by addi-
tional external categories derived from WordNet or some
other thesaurus (see [Hotho et al., 2003]).
4. relatedness models: incorporating some notion of se-
mantic relatedness between words into the retrieval pro-
cess. An example for such technique can be found in
the approach of Gurevych et al. [Mu¨ller and Gurevych,
2008].
As two instances of the above models, we consider the
explicit model instantiated by Explicit Semantic Analysis
(ESA) as well as the latent model instantiated by LSI/LDA.
ESA is by now a prominent representative of explicit ap-
proaches. LSI is a prominent representative of latent concept
models based on algebraic matrix transformations (Singular
Value Decomposition of the term-document relationship ma-
trix, in our case). Finally, LDA can be seen as a typical prob-
abilistic approach to latent concept computation (i.e. genera-
tive probabilistic language model).
As we are concerned with cross-language IR in this pa-
per, we build on CL-LSI [Dumais et al., 1997] as well as on
an extension of ESA to a cross-lingual setting (CL-ESA) as
described in [Sorg and Cimiano, 2008]. In essence, CL-LSI
assumes parallel texts and the original document-term matrix
represents each (parallel) document with terms of the differ-
ent languages. The process of singular value decomposition
then yields latent dimensions encompassing words from dif-
ferent languages. In the case of CL-ESA, documents are in-
dexed with respect to their language’s Wikipedia articles as
in ESA, but the resulting vectors are mapped to vectors for
other Wikipedias relying on Wikipedia’s cross-lingual struc-
ture linking articles to their corresponding articles across lan-
guages.
Our focus in this paper is on the empirical comparison
of the three mentioned models (CL-ESA, CL-LSI and CL-
LDA) on a cross-language retrieval task. The motivation for
this comparison stems from the fact that ESA was identified
to be superior with respect to LSI on the task of comput-
ing relatedness between words [Gabrilovich and Markovitch,
2007]. Interesting and in our opinion straightforward re-
search questions are whether i) ESA performs better than
LSI/LDA also on document retrieval tasks and ii) in partic-
ular on cross-language retrieval tasks where LSI for instance
has been shown to achieve reasonable results (see [Dumais et
al., 1997]).
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in
Section 2 we describe a generic framework for cross-lingual
concept-based retrieval, which is later instantiated for CL-
ESA (Section 3) as well as CL-LSI/LDA (Section 4). In Sec-
tion 5 we describe our data, experimental settings and results.
Section 6 discusses related work before concluding.
2 General Framework
The general framework for cross-lingual retrieval we build on
in this paper has the following characteristics:
• it is vector based and builds on the cosine similarity to
assess the relevance between documents and queries
• documents are represented as vectors in a certain “con-
cept space” which abstracts from the various languages
considered
The concept space is defined by a set of concepts C which
might be explicit and external (as in ESA) or data-derived
as in (P-)LSI/LDA. The different frameworks then need to
define the following components of the vector-based and
concept-based retrieval: i) the concept space C, and ii) the
function mapping documents d ∈ D into the concept space,
i.e. define the function Φ : D → R|C|. Here we assume that
the resulting vectors are thus real-valued.
Further, our framework distinguishes between two docu-
ment collections: i) the document collection B providing
background knowledge used to map documents into the con-
cept space and ii) the actual target document collection D on
which the retrieval is performed. In all our instantiations, the
Wikipedias corresponding to the languages English, German
and French or the target document collection itself will repre-
sent the background knowledge collection B. However, our
framework is generic enough to accommodate other collec-
tions.
In what follows we discuss the various instantiations of this
general framework, discussing in particular the properties of
the concept space.
3 Cross-language Explicit Semantic Analysis
Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) [Gabrilovich and
Markovitch, 2007] attempts to index or classify a given
document d with respect to a set of explicitly given external
categories. It is in this sense that ESA is explicit compared
to approaches which aim at representing texts with respect
to latent topics or concepts, as done in Latent Semantic
Indexing (LSI) (see [Deerwester et al., 1990]). Gabrilovich
and Markovitch have outlined the general theory behind
ESA and in particular described its instantiation to the
case of using Wikipedia articles as external categories. We
will build on this instantiation as described in [Gabrilovich
and Markovitch, 2007] which we briefly summarize in the
following.
Explicit Semantic Analysis takes as input a document d
and maps it to a high-dimensional real-valued vector space.
This vector space is spanned by a Wikipedia database Wk =
{a1, . . . , an} in language Lk such that each dimension corre-
sponds to an article ai. ESA is explicit in the sense that the
concept space C corresponds exactly to the article space of
Wikipedia, i.e. C := Wk.
This mapping is given by the following func-
tion: ΦESAk : D → R|Wk|, where ΦESAk (d) :=
〈asESA(d, a1), . . . , asESA(d, an)〉. The value as(d, ai)
in the ESA vector of d expresses the strength of association
between d and the Wikipedia article ai.
One approach to define such an association strength func-
tion as is to use a TF.IDF function based on the Bag-of-
Words (BOW) model of the Wikipedia articles [Gabrilovich
and Markovitch, 2007]. The association strength can then
be computed as the sum of the TF.IDF values of the arti-
cle ai for all words of d = 〈w1, . . . , ws〉: asESA(d, ai) :=∑
wj∈d TF.IDFai(wj)
The ESA framework has been extended in [Sorg and Cimi-
ano, 2008] and [Potthast et al., 2008] for the case of cross-
language retrieval by mapping the vector representation of
documents from one Wikipedia article space to a Wikipedia
from another language. This is achieved by exploiting
Wikipedia’s language links. A function mi→j : Wi → Wj
is assumed to return for an article in Wikipedia i the corre-
sponding article in Wikipedia for language j1.
In fact, given a text d ∈ D in language Li, it turns out
that we can simply index this document with respect to any
of the other languages L1, .., Ln we consider by transforming
the vector ΦESAi (d) into a corresponding vector in the vector
1While this is not the case in general, in our specific settings (see
Section 5)mi→j can indeed be assumed to be a bijective function.
space that is spanned by the articles of Wikipedia in the target
language. Thus, given that we consider n languages, we have
n2 mapping functions of the type: Ψi→j : R|Wi| → R|Wj |
Ψi→j(〈v1, . . . , v|Wi|〉) := 〈vmi→j−1(1), . . . , vmi→j−1(|Wj |)〉
In order to speed up processing and yield more compact
vectors, we consider only the top n dimensions of the ESA
vectors by using projections Πn of our vectors selecting only
the n dimensions with the highest values. The parameter n
will be varied in our experiments.
Given the above settings, it should be straightfor-
ward to see how the actual retrieval works. The co-
sine between a query qi in language Li and a docu-
ment dj in language Lj is calculated as: cos(qi, dj) :=
cos(Πn(Ψi→jΦi(qi)),Πn((Φj(dj)))). We used our own
ESA implementation as used already in [Sorg and Cimiano,
2008].
4 Latent Semantic Analysis for CLIR
4.1 Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)
LSI is a well known approach for extracting concepts from
a given text corpus [Deerwester et al., 1990]. It is based
on singular value decomposition (SVD), a technique from
Linear Algebra. As a full SVD is a loss-free decomposi-
tion of a matrix M , which is decomposed into two orthog-
onal matrices U and V (left and right singular vectors) and
a diagonal matrix ∆ (singular values) estimating less singu-
lar values and their corresponding singular vectors leads to
an approximation of M by: M ≈ U˜ ∗ ∆ ∗ V˜ T . The set
of concepts C is given implicitly by the columns of U , i.e.
C = col(U). U covers the term-concept-space by holding a
weight for the correlation of each term-concept-pair. Analo-
gously, the document-concept-space V contains a weight for
the document-concept-correlation. Since the dimension of ∆
corresponds to the number of concepts and singular values
are derived in descending order a reduced SVD results in the
most relevant concepts.
In the term-document-matrix, each document of the back-
ground knowledge collection B is represented as a term-
vector using TF.IDF -values as weights. By reducing the
dimension of the model, LSI brings related terms together
and forms concepts. In this new space documents are no
longer represented by terms but by concepts. New docu-
ments (e.g. from the retrieval document collection) or queries
are represented in terms of concepts by “folding them in into
the LSI model” by multiplying their term-vector with U. The
document-concept mapping is thus defined by the following
function: Φ(d) = UT ∗ d. In contrast to ESA, documents are
mapped to a representation of lower dimension. Similarity
between documents or query and documents is computed via
the cosine-measure in our LSI implementation.
For Cross Language LSI (CL-LSI), a parallel text corpus
consisting of parallel (similar) documents in different lan-
guages is used, e.g. Wikipedia as cross-lingual corpus or
parallel corpora of automatically or manually translated doc-
uments. Each document in this corpus is constructed as a
multiset of words by merging the words for the same docu-
ment in different languages. Such a multiset is treated as one
document in the document-term-matrix consisting of several
languages, from which a multi-lingual feature space is built
[Dumais et al., 1997] and to which standard singular value de-
composition can be applied, yielding multilingual concepts.
4.2 Latent Dirichlet Allocation
As an instance of the probabilistic latent topic models, we
consider the LDA based generative model. The basic idea of
this approach is to abstract from particular words and to rep-
resent multi-lingual documents by mixtures over a setC of la-
tent concepts c1 . . . ck (i.e. hidden document-specific themes
of interest), whereby each concept is characterized by a fixed
conditional distribution over words from different languages.
LDA assumes that all multi-lingual terms (both observed
and previously unseen) are generated by randomly chosen la-
tent concepts. In contrast to the SVD used in LSI, LDA has
a well founded probabilistic background and tends to result
in more flexible model fitting [Blei et al., 2003]. It allows
resources to belong to multiple latent concepts with different
degrees of confidence and offers a natural way of assigning
probabilistic feature vectors to previously unseen resources.
In line with [Blei et al., 2003], the content of the particular
document is generated by selecting a multinomial distribu-
tion over concepts given the Dirichlet prior. For each term, a
concept is generated from the document-specific concept dis-
tribution, and then a keyword is generated from the discrete
distribution for that concept as follows:
1. The number of words in the multi-lingual document is
chosen: n ∼ Poisson(ξ)
2. The keyword generating parameter is chosen: θ ∼
Dir(α)
3. For each of the document terms ti, i = 1 . . . n:
• The generative concept for ti is chosen: ci ∼
Multinomial(θ).
• The term ti is generated using a multinomial
probability with parameter β conditioned on ci:
p(ti|ci, β)
For the multi-lingual retrieval scenario, the LDA approach
can be instantiated as follows. In the first step, the back-
ground knowledge collection B is constructed as in the
LSI case (Section 4.1). The resulting ’mixed’ multisets are
considered as ’training documents’ and used for fitting the
corpus-level properties α and β which are estimated using the
variational Expectation Maximization (EM) procedure [Blei
et al., 2003]. In the process of corpus analysis we also ob-
tain the document-level variables θ, sampled once per multi-
lingual document. As a result we obtain the posterior distri-
bution of the hidden concepts c1 . . . ck given a document d:
pd(θ,~c|~t, α, β) = pu(θ,~c,
~t|α, β)
pu(~t|α, β)
(1)
Given the estimated model parameters, the similarity between
new documents in different languages can be computed.
First, each document is mapped to a concept-based represen-
tation by Φ. In the LDA approach Φ estimates the distribution
of the hidden concepts c1 . . . ck (1) using the variational EM
procedure [Blei et al., 2003]. The estimated probabilities are
considered as characteristic features of the document in the
latent concept-based feature space: Φ(d) = pd(θ,~c|~t, α, β).
Our expectation is that similar (or identical) documents in dif-
ferent languages show the similar behavior in terms of prob-
abilities over latent concepts (1). We notice that the cosine
similarity measure enforces in this case the intuitively ex-
pected IR-like similarity estimation behavior, whereby the
similarity of the document to itself is maximized and the or-
thogonal document feature vectors (i.e. document vectors
with disjoint sets of non-zero topic probabilities) have zero
similarity.
5 Experiments
The key objective of our experimental evaluation was to com-
pare the appropriateness of discussed latent and explicit top-
ical models for cross-lingual search and retrieval scenarios.
In doing so, we compared different representation models us-
ing the same utility (ranking) function for retrieval of simi-
lar multi-lingual documents. In our comparative experiments
we used our own implementation of the ESA framework, the
Octave SVD implementation 2, and the LingPipe LDA imple-
mentation 3.
5.1 Methodology
For the comparison of the presented CLIR methods we used
a standard mate retrieval setup. For mate retrieval evaluation,
a text corpus with parallel documents in different languages
is used. Taking the document in one language as a query,
similar documents in another language are retrieved. It is as-
sumed that the translated version (mate) is most similar to
the document itself and therefore should appear on top of the
ranked result list. Consequently, the observed position of the
mate can be used as a comparison yardstick. Since document
mates are explicitly known, no manual relevance assessment
is needed for this kind of evaluation. In all evaluations, we
used the cosine similarity measure for estimating similarity
between feature vectors of the query document and of test
documents.
As quality criteria, we considered top-1 and top-10 accu-
racy as well as the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). Top-k ac-
curacy is the fraction of query documents, for which the mate
document was placed among the first k matches in the ranked
list. MRR estimates the average position of the mate doc-
ument, with higher values corresponding to better retrieval
results.
5.2 Datasets
In our experiments we used two multi-lingual reference test
collections D, Multext and JRC-Acquis. The Multext collec-
tion is a parallel corpus derived from the Multext project4.
It contains ca. 3100 question/answer pairs from the Official
Journal of European Community (JOC), translated into five
languages. The JRC-Acquis 5 multilingual parallel corpus is
2
http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/
3
http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/
4
http://aune.lpl.univ-aix.fr/projects/MULTEXT/
5
http://langtech.jrc.it/JRC-Acquis.html
Figure 1: Results for the mate retrieval experiments on English and
French documents for different topic numbers for LSI/LDA and dif-
ferent ESA vector lengths for CL-ESA.
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a collection of approx. 21,000 legislative documents of the
European Union in 22 European languages.
For the Multext corpus, we used all documents available in
three target languages English, German, and French (3055).
Each document in one language was used as a query for
searching in all documents of another language. For the JRC-
Acquis corpus we randomly selected 3000 multi-lingual doc-
uments, fairly comparable to the entire size of the Multext
corpus, and performed the similar evaluation on this fixed
subset, but searching on the complete set of 21,000 docu-
ments, which explains why the results on Multext are better
than those on JRC-Acquis.
For constructing the background document collection B,
we used the publicly available English, German and French
snapshots of Wikipedia 6. We analyzed cross-language links
between Wikipedia articles and restrictively used only articles
correctly linked to each other across all three languages. Us-
ing the snapshot by 03/12/2008 for English, 06/25/2008 for
French, and 06/29/2008 for German, we obtained the aligned
collection of 166,484 articles in all three languages.
All mentioned collections were prepared using common
IR-like preprocessing steps including text extraction, elimi-
nation of stopwords, special characters and extremely short
terms (length < 3), and stemming using language-specific
Snowball stemmers7. For the corresponding German collec-
tions, we additionally applied a dictionary-based compound
splitter based on [Koehn and Knight, 2003], using the entire
German Wikipedia corpus as a reference dictionary.
Even after the preprocessing the Wikipedia corpus was too
huge and too sparse for an efficient LSI. After claiming that
each document and it’s mate should have between 50 and
6
http://download.wikimedia.org/backup-index.html
7
http://snowball.tartarus.org
500 terms we skipped all terms which appear less than 15
times. Finally we used all documents containing at least 75
terms, e.g. the number of English-French document pairs was
reduced to 54764. These restrictions were applied to each
language pair separately. Because of sparseness of the term-
document-matrices a similar process was applied to the JRC
dataset.
5.3 Results
Both of the test collections, Multext and JRC-Acquis, are par-
allel corpora with explicitly aligned document versions in dif-
ferent languages, and are therefore directly applicable to the
mate retrieval setting. For every CLIR method, we consid-
ered English, German and French as baseline languages and
performed accordingly 6 series of experiments with all possi-
ble language pairs. The results for one language pair in both
directions (e.g. English-German and German-English) were
then averaged.
Figure 1 shows sample MRR results for mate retrieval
experiments between English and French documents. ESA
reaches its peak performance at about 10,000 dimensions
considered, which shows that generally it needs a minimum
number of “concepts” to perform reasonably, but clearly also
reaches a point were further concepts start introducing noise
somewhere after 10,000 documents. For latent topic models,
the accuracy tends to increase from 100 to 500 topics. The
exploration of computationally much more expensive latent
models ends with 500 topics, due to computational limita-
tions of our servers. In the experiments we report below, we
used these optimal settings (10,000 for ESA, 500 for latent
models) for all language pairs.
Table 1 shows the corresponding summary of achieved re-
sults. It includes the Top-1 and Top-10 accuracy as well as
the Mean Reciprocal Rank of the mate. In addition, for latent
topic methods we compared the retrieval characteristics for
different choices of the background knowledge collectionsB,
namely Wikipedia vs. the test collection itself at the ratio of
60% for learning and 40% for testing. The results show that
w.r.t. the Top-1 accuracy measure, ESA outperforms both
other models on all language pairs of the Multext dataset and
on the en-fr and en-de pairs of the JRC-Acquis dataset, but not
on de-fr. With respect to Top-10, LSI is in all cases better than
ESA, but only when it has been trained on the retrieval doc-
ument collection itself. When LSI is trained on Wikipedia as
an aligned corpus, results are in all cases worse. This shows
that ESA is indeed superior as it does not rely on an aligned
corpus to be trained on to deliver good results.
5.4 Discussion
Our results show that the use of Wikipedia as a background
knowledge source B leads to significantly worse results for
latent topic models (in contrast to the case when they are
trained on the retrieval document collection). The explana-
tion of this phenomenon is twofold. On one hand, Wikipedia
is not a fully parallel corpus and linked articles may show
substantial variation in size, quality, and vocabulary. On
the other hand, there is a serious vocabulary mismatch be-
tween Wikipedia and our thematically focused test collec-
tions. For instance, in the Multext collection, 4713 English
terms (44%), 8055 German terms (53.8%) and 7085 French
terms (53.6%) are not covered by Wikipedia articles at all.
We also assume that the performance of LDA observed in our
experiments can be further improved by heuristic model tun-
ing, including optimization of concentration parameters for
Dirichlet priors, or smoothing of estimated multinomial pa-
rameters (as described in [Blei et al., 2003]).
Overall, it can be claimed that ESA clearly outperforms
LSI / LDA unless the latter are trained on the document col-
lection and not on Wikipedia. The availability of aligned cor-
pora is a serious restriction, so that ESA is clearly the pre-
ferred model here as it delivers reasonable results requiring no
data aligned across languages besides Wikipedia. A further
crucial advantage is its excellent scalability: ESA does not re-
quire comprehensive computations with nonlinear space/time
behavior and can be practically performed within 20-30 min
for any desired number of topis in each of our test collec-
tions. In contrast, the computation of LSI and LDA mod-
els (with significantly lower dimensionality) took between 3h
and 7 days.
6 Related Work
Among the most prominent approaches to cross-language in-
formation retrieval are translation-based techniques on the
one hand and concept-based on the other. Translation-based
techniques come in two different modes: either the query is
translated into the target language typically by using bilin-
gual dictionaries (see [Levow et al., 2005]) or the documents
are translated into the query language by using some fully-
fledged translation system. Such systems have been recently
shown to be very successful in CLEF campaign evaluations
(see [Ku¨rsten et al., 2008]).
The second class of approaches are concept-based as mo-
tivated in Section 1. Dumais et al. [1997] also used LSI
to compute “latent concepts” inherent in the data collec-
tion to perform cross-lingual retrieval similar to the approach
in this paper. On a similar mate retrieval task as con-
sidered in this paper, a LSI-based system as described in
[Littman et al., 1998] achieves a Top-1 accuracy of above
98.3% (English-French) and 98.5% (French-English) using a
982-dimensional representation of the multilingual document
space. These higher results are due to the fact that their LSI-
based approach is trained on the very same collection where
it is evaluated. Recently, several approaches have emerged
which rely on explicitly defined concepts for indexing and
retrieval. Many of these approaches are based on the semi-
nal work on Explicit Semantic Analysis of Gabrilovich and
Markovitch [2007]. They showed that ESA outperforms a
bag-of-words baseline as well as LSI on the task of comput-
ing semantic relatedness of words. To our knowledge, this
has not been shown in the context of a cross-lingual retrieval
task. Two very similar approaches to ours are the one of Pot-
thast et al. [2008] as well as Mu¨ller and Gurevych [2008].
While Potthast et al. apply ESA similarly to a cross-language
retrieval task, their implementation of ESA is different to ours
as they use a different association function asESA based on
the cosine of term vectors of documents and articles. Pot-
thast et al. achieved results with Top-1 Accuracy up to over
Table 1: Results for the mate retrieval experiments on the Multext and JRC-Acquis dataset using optimal settings for topic numbers for
LSI/LDA (500) and ESA vector lengths (10,000). Evaluation measures are Top-1 and Top-10 Accuracy and Mean Reciprocal Rank.
en-fr en-de de-fr
Dataset Method TOP-1 TOP-10 MRR TOP-1 TOP-10 MRR TOP-1 TOP-10 MRR
Multext CL-ESA .83 .94 .87 .72 .90 .78 .64 .84 .71
LSI (Dataset) .71 .98 .81 .60 .96 .72 .59 .97 .72
LSI (Wikipedia) .36 .70 .48 .13 .39 .21 .13 .41 .22
LDA (Dataset) .11 .24 .69 .04 .11 .48 .05 .12 .47
LDA (Wikipedia) .01 .04 .27 .01 .02 .16 .01 .03 .14
JRC-Acquis CL-ESA .56 .70 .61 .35 .49 .40 .27 .42 .32
LSI (Dataset) .52 .87 .65 .29 .80 .45 .34 .78 .49
LSI (Wikipedia) .18 .46 .27 .07 .23 .12 .07 .26 .13
LDA (Dataset) .08 .14 .62 .12 .09 .36 .04 .15 .38
LDA (Wikipedia) .01 .03 .09 .01 .02 .07 .01 .02 .08
90% (for 100,000 ESA dimensions) for selected JRC-Acquis
documents and Wikipedia articles.
7 Conclusion
In this paper we have compared retrieval models based on ex-
plicit concepts (ESA in particular) with models based on la-
tent concepts (LSI and LDA in particular) on a cross-language
mate retrieval task on two datasets (JRC-Acquis and Mul-
text). We have clearly shown that, unless LSI/LDA are
trained on the document collection itself (instead of on the
background collection, i.e. Wikipedia in our case), ESA is
clearly superior to LSI/LDA both in terms of quality of re-
sults, but also in terms of computational performance. We are
not aware of any previous comparison of ESA and LSI/LDA
w.r.t. cross-language information retrieval tasks, so that our
work represents an important contribution to the field and
provides an important step towards clarifying the role of ex-
plicit vs. latent concepts in information retrieval in general.
In future work, we intend to investigate the techniques un-
der discussion in this paper on datasets which do not consist
of parallel corpora to show that our results hold beyond the
specific settings we have considered here.
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